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Last time, we were-e Mg- finished our examination of Isaiah 55:

and now for today we are going to start IsaIah 54:. Are we not? If there is
either

any further questions on Isaiah 55 here/on gramman, sy a*et- vocabulary or

any meaning at any particular point. There is more to it than we thought of

We notice a good many interesting things ... And I was very, very glad

about the question about the sign. That Ia a very vital thing, which when you

come across, many other passages that you come across... it is a sort of

adjusted to it ... a. sort of ... it becomes the second nature. You do not even

bother to stop toh4ie-4, explain it. Yet, when you do so, when you read

this, you subconsciously. realize/It, and then when you call on to stop to exapiáin

it, then it becomes more conscious, and more real to you. You see the meaning of

it more fully/ than before. This was the questlbn very hebpful. Yes, Mr. Lee?

(Q) As far as I know, the name in Greek is pretty mucy the same. Both in Hebrew

w.H- and in Greek .... Now, I have not made a careful study Oe- to be

sure whether they are identical or not, but this is my impression that

they are pretty much identical. They may be used about a sign like when you

put a mark on a person's forehead, that is a sign. That is an indication of
blood

something special. You indicate, when you put the ../ on the door. That was

a-s4g- the sign for the angels to pass over and not destroy... T1&49-- these

were under the blood. When you give a sign to prove that a man is a real prophet,
the

that is an Indication, that is a sign, that is a proof of -the reality. And
a sign of God's power ... very often supernatural, something that is

consequently,/yea-g-a--pfeve-tet-a-.m&n4e a rephe--i#s a

beyond ordinary human4it- understanding. The per- prediction of t- future

which comes true ... which could not be made by ordinary means. That is a
that is ordinary

sign. If you. do a work,'eyon/human ... now the English word that has
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